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ABSTRACT

Tones in Shupamem Reduplication
by
Magdalena Markowska

Advisor: Kyle Gorman

This thesis presents an analysis of reduplication in Shupamem, an Eastern Grassfields
Bantu language of Cameroon. In this language nouns, verbs, and adjectives undergo full
segmental reduplication. At the suprasegmental level, on the other hand, tones of the reduplicants are not entirely faithful to their bases. The tonal asymmetry of the reduplicted
phrase also relies on the grammatical function of that phrase within a clause, as well as on
the neighboring grammatical words, such as tense particles. This morphological process gives
also an insight to an underlying tonal representations in Shupamem. Nominal reduplication,
in particular, provides a proof of the necessity of an underspecified underlying tone.
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Introduction
Shupamem (Bamun) is a Bantu language spoken in western Cameroon. The map in

Figure 1 presents the language clusters, and the enlarged part (see Figure 2) of the west of
the country shows the exact area of where Shupamem is spoken. Simmons and Fenning (2018)
classify Shupamem as Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Wide Grassfields, Narrow Grassfields, Mbam-Nkam, and Nun.

Figure 1: Language clusters in Cameroon.

1

Figure 2: Languages in southwestern Cameroon.

SIL (1982) estimates that Shupamem has approximately 250,000 speakers. Some prior
linguistic work considers its syntax and morphology (Nchare, 2011; Vázquez-Rojas, 2011;
Nchare, 2012; Yiagnigni, 2016), among others and Ward (1938) provides phonetic description.
While those pieces of work provide essential insight into the grammar of the language, the
tonal properties remain elusive. This thesis is an initial attempt to understand certain
aspects of the tonal grammar of Shupamem. In particular, it provides a detailed description
of the tonal patterns in reduplicated forms. Findings from this thesis emphasize the need
to include tonal analysis in order to fully describe a language. In this thesis I assume an
autosegmental representation of tone (Goldsmith, 1976) to explain morphophonological tonal
changes observed in reduplicated nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Following Marantz (1982),
the reduplication process itself is assumed to be an affix.
2

The thesis is organized as follows. First, a brief description of the Shupamem tonal
system is given. The following sections are dedicated to a thorough description and analysis
of tonal changes in nouns, verbs, and adjectives respectively. Finally, I will briefly comment
on what else needs to be discussed with regards to Shupamem tonology and I propose ideas
for further research.
In addition to the formal and descriptive component, this thesis provides a a computational sketch of possessive formation using finite-state automata to illustrate the tonal
patterns. Finite-state grammars have been used by linguists to detect error in analyses (e.g.,
Koskenniemi, 1983) and to study the computational properties of grammars (e.g., Jardine,
2016). This computational implementation can be find in the appendix.

1.1

Shupamem tonal system

The data presented in this thesis are original and were collected in New York City over
the span of 1.5 years. The consultant is Laziz Abdoulaye Nchare, a middle-aged man, who is
also the author of several works on Shupamem grammar. Parts of the linguistic descriptions
presented in the following sections originate in Nchare’s dissertation from 2012. In particular,
I revisit and slightly alter his proposal of the noun class system.
As it is quite typical for Bantu languages, Shupamem is a tonal language. There are four
contrastive (lexical) tones attested in the language (1): high ([v́]), low ([v̀]), rising ([v̌]), and
falling ([v̂]). Downstep of high tones, triggered by adjacent low tones, is also common. It
is not clear whether this is a truly phonological process, but these are annotated using a
downward arrow (Ťv).
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

kà
ká
kǎ
kâ

‘onion’
‘fry.imp’
‘remove/eject-imp’
‘may’

The minimal pairs in (1) are an clear indicator of the four tones mentioned above. They
also show that a vowel can be assigned both a level and contour tone. For example, the [a]
in ‘onion’ (1a) is represented with L tone only, while the same segment in (1c) is represented
3

with H and L tones linked to one vowel. As a result one phoneme can be tonally represented
in four different ways. To account for those differences we need to look at two separate
levels of representations. Goldsmith (1976) distinguishes between a segmental tier, a linear
sequence of phonemes, and a suprasegmental tier, which contains the sequence of tones.
Examples of an autosegmental representations of the phoneme /a/ are presented below.
(2)

a.

b.

a

L

c.

a

H

d.

a

L

H

a

H

L

In (2), the ‘top’ tier is the segmental one and the bottom tier is the tonal one. The
segments that correspond to the tonal level are called Tone Bearing Units (TBUs). In
Shupamem a TBU is a vowel, which can either be linked to one tone or multiply linked to
two tones to create falling (HL) and rising (LH) contours via association lines. While this is
indeed true for short vowels, long vowels are sometimes assigned three tones, as in: a:
Ž ‘yes’
or the progressive particle ta:.
Ż One of the cornerstones of Autosegmental Phonology is that
the association lines connecting TBUs with tones cannot cross. Thus, for instance, the first
L tone in (3) cannot be spread and linked through the adjacent H to create LHL [a:].
Ž Long
vowels in Shupamem are represented by two TBUs, each restricted to doubly linked tones,
as presented in (3).
(3)

[a

L

a]

H

‘yes’

L

While on the surface we observe contour tones in nouns, verbs and adjectives, there is
a certain discrepancy between parts of speech. Based on the collected data, contour tones
in nouns are observed in borrowings and just a few native words like nǎ ‘mother’ or wǎ
‘father’. In the next section, dedicated to nouns, I hypothesize that these might, in fact, be
remnants of older morphological processes and that contour tones on Shupamem nouns are
4

derived. When it comes to verbs and adjectives, there are abundant examples of rising tones
in citation form. However, falling tones, once again, appear only in derived expressions. The
only examples of a native word with underlying falling tone are grammatical morphemes,
such as the evidential marker nâ, the pastii marker pê or modal verbs (1d).1
Based on the observations above, it seems logical to assume the presence of H, L and at
least one contour tone (LH) underlyingly. However, certain morphological processes, such
as possessives give rise to the necessity of underspecified tone. Let us take a look at the
examples in (4).
(4)

a. sàsÈrÈ ‘European mantis’ + 1sg-poss
b. mbàmb1́lÈ ‘potato’ + 1sg-poss

sàsÈrě+Sá ‘my European mantis’2
mbàmb1́lÉ+Sá ‘my potato’

In previous research on possessive structures in Shupamem (Markowska, 2019), I hypothesize that the words in (4) belong to the same group of nouns where the possessive pronoun
carries H tone which is then spread leftwards. The last syllables of both of those words
in their citation forms carry L tone. However, even though both words undergo the same
process of leftward H spreading, we observe two different tonal patterns after adding the
possessive pronoun. In (4a), the H tone of the pronoun spreads and attaches to the first
TBU on its left creating a rising tone, while in (4b), the H tone seemingly overrides the L
tone. In order to account for this discrepancy, I propose distinct underlying representations
of the surface L tone. In fact, I assume that only nouns which have a low tone throughout
the word have an underlyingly specified L tone. In any other tonal combinations, the surface
L tone will be underspecified and will receive a tone by a rule or an L tone by default. Details
and sample derivations will be provided in the following section.
1

I make this generalization solely based on the originally collected data and the examples available in the
Shupamem literature.

5

1.2

Reduplication

Reduplication is a common morphological process cross-linguistically. It involves doubling of a morphological component for both grammatical and semantic purposes, such as
pluralization or introducing contrast.
There are two major types of reduplication: full and partial. The former doubles the
entire morphological base, for instance, kurdu ‘child’ vs. kurdukurdu ‘children’ in Warlpiri
(Nash, 1980). In the latter case, only a part of the morphological component is reduplicated,
for instance, na-wakay ‘lost’ vs. na-wakwakay ‘many lost things’ (Healey, 1960). As already
visible in those two instances above, and described in detailed in Marantz (1982), reduplication is not just simple copying of a morphological segment. It is a much more complex
process that involves a close interaction between phonology and morphology (Wilbur, 1973).
I adopt Marantz’s (1982) theory that reduplication is a form of affixation of a phonemic base
component. Therefore the reduplicant might be either a prefix or a suffix to the morphological stem. In Shupamem, it is not enough to look solely at the segmental representation of
the reduplicated phrase. Tones are also involved in such morphological processes and thus
require special attention. Moreover, since the reduplicated affix in Shupamem is segmentally
always faithful to the base, my analysis will focus on the suprasegmental changes.

2

Nouns
In this section, I will briefly discuss the noun class system in Shupamem, and consequently

different ways of pluralization and lexical tone on nouns. The major focus of this section
is the two noun classes that pluralize by reduplication. I will also account for differences
between subject and object position.
The majority of Shupamem nouns are monosyllabic; albeit rare, disyllabic and trisyllabic
nouns are still present in the language. Most of those nouns carry lexical H and L tones.
There are only a few cases where we observe contour tones. For example, in gàtÔ ‘cake’ or

6

kàkâ ‘cocoa’, borrowed from French, there is a falling tone on the last syllable. I am only
aware of four native-vocabulary words with rising lexical tones: wǎ ‘father’, nǎ ‘mother’,
lǎp ‘bunch’, and tǔ ‘navel’. Because it is judged acceptable in child’s speech to say nà ná
for ‘mother’ and wà wá for ‘father’, one might assume that adult speakers simplify those
nouns by eliminating one syllable but retaining the tones. Another argument could come
from historical linguistics. In Polyglotta Africana (Koelle, 1854), a valuable comparative
data set of 156 African languages, those words are marked with H and L tones (téta ‘father’,
na ‘mother’). Both of those arguments suggest that it could be the case that the rising tone
on nǎ and wǎ is a residue of some unknown diachronic process.
Because countour tones are rare if not exceptional in Shupamem nouns, I’d like to make
a claim that nouns in Shupamem are lexically represented with H and/or L tones. However,
as was mentioned in the previous section, tonal variations in possessive structures indicate
that there might be a need for adding yet one more tonal representation in the underlying
noun forms. Such an assumption is justified by the different behaviour of L tone in the same
morphological environment. Examples in (4) show that the final L tone can be affected in
two ways by the possessive pronoun of the same group. The surface L is either overridden
with a spreading H tone of the possessor or the H tone attaches to L creating a contour. For
details, let us look at the derivation below.

7

(5) /sasErE +Sa/
oo \|/ o |
oL oH
sasErESa
ooo \|/ \|
oo Lo H

—

—

[sàsÈrĚSá]

/mbamb1lE + Sa/
i|
o|
oHooH

oo UR

oo mbamb1lESa
o i|o\|
oo H H

oo Leftward H-Spreading

oi mbamb1lESa
oio | o i|o\|
oio L i H H

oo Default L-Insertion

oi mbamb1lESa
oio | o o\|/
oio L oo H

ooo Tonal Fusion
SR

[mbàmb1́lÉSá]

The derivation in (5) presents how the final L discrepancy can be resolved simply by
introducing an underspecified tone for certain surface tonal combinations. My former study
shows that only nouns with low tone throughout on the surface require L tone in their URs.
By assuming the presence of L in the UR of sàsÈrÈ but not in mbàmb1́lÈ, it is easy to explain
why the H tone on the possessor -Sá creates contour in the former and attaches H to the
last syllable of the latter. Although it is not included in the derivation, I’d like to point
out that the rule of Leftward H-Spreading is preceded by Tier Conflation (McCarthy, 1986)
which linearizes the tiers of the noun and the possessive suffix. Following the hypothesis of
underspecified tone, the first syllable of mbàmb1́lÈ needs to receive its surface L tone during
the derivational process; this can be accounted by Default L-Insertion, a rule common across
many tone languages (Kenstowicz, 1994, p.320–334). We will soon see that Default LInsertion is a productive pattern in Shupamem as well. In the derivation above, it is crucial
that the rule follows Leftward H-Spreading. Otherwise, we would arrive at undesired surface
representations such as *mbàmb1́lĚSá. Finally, according to the Obligatory Contour Principle
(Leben, 1973), two identical adjacent tones are banned from the lexical representation of a
morpheme. While OCP is violated during the derivation, Tonal Fusion merges two or more
8

identical consecutive tones into one multiply linked tone.
If the proposed tonal analysis of the possessive is right, it might indicate that Shupamem
has a ternary underlying representation similarly to other languages, such as Margi or Nande
(Hyman, 2001). In such examples, there is a threeway underlying distinction: H vs. L vs. Ø.
At the current stage of the research, it is impossible to make any major generalizations
regarding tone markedness. Although the ternary tonal underlying distinction is supported
by morphological processes observed in possessive and reduplicated structures (see following
sections), further research is needed to propose a reliable theory.

2.1

Noun classes

This section is devoted to a brief description of the noun class system in Shupamem. It
might be important to look at the broad picture since there are certain tonal resemblances
in the way nouns create plural forms across classes. The noun class system presented here
is based on Nchare (2012, p.95-112), who, in turn, buils his proposal on Hombert (1980).
In his dissertation, Nchare supports his analysis by looking at noun prefixes, possessive
pronoun prefixes, and the semantic similarity between nouns within classes. Each noun class
is assigned two numbers X/Y where the former corresponds to a singular noun form and
the latter to its plural correspondent. In some cases, instead of creating a separate class,
Nchare creates subclasses, such as 1a/2a or 1b/2b, and justifies it in the following way: “The
reason for treating all the allomorphs of class 1 as subclasses, not a new class, is that they
all share a single agreement concord on the post-nominal modifier” (Nchare, 2012, p.98). I
have provided minor changes based on my judgements of the collected data along with the
relevant explanations.

2.1.1

Class 1/2

Nouns that start with a bilabial nasal belong to Class 1. Their plural correspondents
exhibit a change of this segment into a voiceless stop. The latter group constitutes Class 2.
9

(6)

a.

mÓn ‘child’
m`@nZÈt ‘nephew’
b. m´@ní ‘knife’
m´@tÓP ‘can’

pÓn ‘children’
pˆ@nZÈt ‘nephews’
pˆ@nì ‘knives’
pˆ@tÒP ‘cans’

Nchare (op. cit.) assumes the nouns in (6b) form a separate noun class. His reasons are
two-fold. First, his Class 1/2 comprises kinship terms or professions, as well as some animals.
Since the examples is (6b) do not belong to this semantic group, it is reasonable to think
of those nouns as a separate class. However, the full list of nouns I have collected for that
specific group contains words such as ‘knife’, ‘can’, ‘bird’, ‘goat’ and ‘dog’. Since the majority
of those nouns are in fact animals, and they share the prefix alternations with the nouns
in (6a), I propose that they all should compose a single class. Another counterargument
to Nchare’s analysis is the observation, made by himself, that tools like ‘knife’ might be
considered as an inalienable part of a human since they are carried attached to the waist.
Finally, the tonal pattern in pl forms of the bisyllabic nouns exhibit consistent tonal pattern,
that is HL.L.
(7)

a. mÓn à ‘my child’
b. m´@nî Sá ‘my knife’

pÒn pá ‘my children’
pˆ@nì Sá ‘my knives’

Nchare’s second argument for keeping nouns in (6b) in separate classes regards the different prefixes observed on possessive pronouns (7). However, if that is the case, then nouns
that constitute, for instance, Class 3/4 should also be considered as separate groups. The
latter takes the prefix S- to the possessive pronoun whereas the former does not (Table 1).

10

Class

1a/2a

SG prefix
øSø-

1b/2b

S-

1/2

øSøSøSøSSSS-

3/4
5/6
5a/6a
7/8
9/10
11/12
13

PL prefix
pSpSpNSSSSSinappl.

Table 1. Class dependent prefixes in possessive pronouns. E.g.: nsún. ‘friend’ (Class
1a/2a) - nsún à ‘my friend’ – sún pá ‘my friends’
Since for Nchare (2012) such nouns belong to the same class, I do not see a reason why it
could not be the case for (6b) as well. It is possible for nouns from the same class to exhibit
distinct prefixes on possessive pronouns in plural forms. Most importantly, however, such a
distinction must hold for the entire noun class system.
The next two classes are sub-classes of Class 1/2 instead of Classes 3/4 and 5/6. As far
as I know, the reason behind this is solely semantic in nature, that is, the nouns belong to
an animate category; I concur.
2.1.2

Class 1a/2a

Similarly to Class 1, the singular nouns share the same initial nasal segment. In Class
2a, this alveolar nasal deleted to form plural. In bisyllabic nouns, we also observe some tonal
changes on the first syllable (L → LH).
(8)

a. nsàs1̀ ‘older sibling’
b. nsún ‘friend’

sǎs1̀ ‘older siblings’
sún ‘friends’

11

2.1.3

Class 1b/2b

This class is characterized by the prefix pà, which has consistent tone regardless of what
follows it. Nouns in their singular form vary in terms of a number of syllables and tonal
patterns.
(9)

2.1.4

a.
b.
c.
d.

nSá ‘fish’
kámíndà ‘carpenter’
m`@mbá ‘uncle’
nǎ ‘mother’

pà
pà
pà
pà

nSá ‘fishes’
kámíndà ‘carpenters’
m`@mbá ‘uncles’
nǎ ‘mothers’

Class 3/4

This class includes inalienable nouns, such as body parts, food items, and tools used for
hunting. A homorganic nasal prefix, which assimilates in place to the following consonant,
is added in plural forms. Interestingly, in the body parts instances, we also observe tonal
changes (L → LH).
(10)

2.1.5

a.
b.
c.
d.

pwÒ ‘hand’
pùm ‘egg’
kù ‘spear’
t1̀t ‘ear’

mbwǑ ‘hands’
mbùm ‘eggs’
Nkù: ‘spears’
nt1̌t ‘ears’

Class 5/6

The majority are the nouns describing places/areas, however, we also find examples of
animate objects. Plural nouns are created by full segmental reduplication. Nchare (2012,
p.105–106) recognizes only one tonal variation on the plural forms. However, I have found
multiple examples which prove that there might be a need to subdivide this class. There
seems to be a consistent pattern where lexically high-tone nouns are assigned a falling followed by low tone after the reduplication process, while low-tone nouns change into lowhigh-low. As a result, I create a subclass (5a/6a) to account for that distinction.

12

(11)

2.1.6

a.
b.
c.
d.

nsÉn ‘forest’
Gám ‘baobab tree’
ns´@m ‘farm’
kám ‘crab’

nsÊn nsÈn ‘forests’
Gâm Gàm ‘baobab trees’
nsˆ@m ns`@m ‘farms’
kâm kàm ‘crabs’

Class 5a/6a

In addition to a different tonal pattern from what was observed in Class 5/6, Class
5a/6a is somewhat semantically distinct as well. While the former class consists primarily
of expressions denoting an area, such as ‘village’, ‘farm’, ‘forest’ etc, the latter is constituted
by concrete inanimate objects. This observation functions as another argument in favor of
subdividing the ‘reduplicative’ class.
(12)

2.1.7

a.
b.
c.
d.

kàm ‘game’
ntàp ‘thread’
kà ‘onion’
là ‘trap’

kǎm kàm ‘games’
ntǎp ntàp ‘threads’
kǎ kà ‘onions’
lǎ là ‘traps’

Class 7/8

This class is characterized by solely tonal alternations. Plural nouns are created by adding
H tone to the right edge of the first syllable. All the observed examples are disyllabic. Objects
belonging to this class are primarily those made of iron and wood, but we also find abstract
nouns, such as ‘hatred’.
(13)

2.1.8

a.
b.
c.
d.

k1̀.pÈn ‘hatred’
mà.pàm ‘coat’
Nkù.mbà ‘cane’
mfè.S`@ ‘needle’

k1̌.pÈn ‘hatred-pl’
mǎ.pàm ‘coats’
Nkǔ.mbà ‘canes’
mfě.Sà ‘needles’

Class 9/10

Similarly to Class 7/8, this class is also formed based on tonal changes in plural forms. H
tone is inserted to the right edge of the TBU in the first syllable. Although this observation
could function as an argument to combine Classes 7/8 and 9/10 together, there are at least
two reasons why we should not do so. First, Class 9/10 consists primarily of borrowings,
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such as gàtÔ ‘cake’ or tèlê ‘television’. Second, those two classes also belong to two different
possessive groups. In Class 7/8 the possessive pronoun carries L tone (màpàmà), while in
Class 9/10 nouns take a high-tone possessive pronoun with the S- prefix. In the latter case,
the H tone of the pronoun also spreads leftward on the preceding TBU (gàtO:Sá
Ż ‘my cake’).
(14)

a. gà.tÔ ‘cake’
b. kà.kâ ‘cocoa’
c. mà.twâ ‘car’

2.1.9

gǎ.tÔ ‘cakes’
kǎ.kâ ‘cocoa-pl’
mǎ.twâ ‘cars’

Class 11/12

Nouns belonging to this class are trisyllabic with the following patterns: low-high-low
and consistently low. They both change into LH.H.L in the plural. In this class, we find
both animate nouns and food items.
(15)

a. sà.sÈ.rÈ ‘European mantis’
b. mbà.mb1́.lÈ ‘potato’

2.1.10

sǎ.sÉ.rÈ ‘European mantises’
mbǎ.mb1́.lÈ ‘potatoes’

Class 13

This final class consists of singularia tanta, nouns which only occur in the singular and
lack a plural. They are usually disyllabic, though, there is an example of one trisyllabic noun
as well.
(16)

2.2

a. tásá ‘plate’
b. m1́mSà ‘patience’
c. làmíndà ‘perfume’

Reduplicated nouns

As presented in Section 2.1, we observe noun reduplication only in the two classes 5/6
and 5a/6a. Because of the distinct tonal patterns observed in the plural forms and some
semantic differences, I have decided to separate those ‘reduplicative classes’. In Class 6 the
tone on the first segment is falling, while in 6a, it is rising. Class 5/6 comprises mostly nouns
expressing names for places/areas, while Class 5a/6a is more semantically varied.
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Interestingly, there is a certain tonal resemblance between those two classes that reduplicate and classes exhibiting solely tonal changes in pluralization. In Classes 5/6 and 5a/6a,
there is a contour tone on the first segment of the phrase and L tone on the last. This is
exactly what we see in Class 7/8 and 11/12.

Class

SG

PL

Tonal changes

5/6

kám

kâm kàm

H → HL L

5a/6a

ntàp

ntǎp ntàp

L → LH L

7/8

màpàm

mǎmàm

LL → LH L

11/12

sàsÈrÈ

sǎsÉrÈ

LLL → LH H L

11/12

mbàmb1́lÈ

mbǎmb1́lÈ

LHL → LH H L

Table 2. Tonal patterns in plural nouns.
For simplification, I collected all the possible tonal combinations in plural nouns of interest. It is now clear that the pattern is consistent. The first TBU receives the opposite
tone, a high tone if it is low and a low if it is high, on its right edge, while the last syllable
is always represented with L tone. This tonal resemblance in plural might be just a coincidence. Nevertheless it is interesting enough to assume some other possibility. Zimmermann
(2017:288) provides the following interpretation of reduplication in the light of Marantz
(1982): “a reduplicative morpheme is simply a segmentally empty prosodic affix that is filled
with ‘copied’ elements of the base it is added to”. However, what if that element is not
always copied? Perhaps this type of reduplication, as a pluralization method, is reserved
only for monosyllabic nouns when it comes to segmental copies of the material. Could it
be that in polysyllabic nouns the reduplicant is segmentally null and that the reduplicated
pattern holds only on the suprasegmental level? Even though I might not be able to provide
answers to those questions in this thesis, it is important to pose them for future research.
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2.2.1

Noun reduplication in isolation

As it has already been pointed out, reduplication is used to form plurals of nouns. The
data indicates that this process applies in monosyllabic nouns representing Classes 5/6 and
5a/6a, that is nouns with both H (17) and L (18) lexical tones.
(17)

(18)

H → HL L
a. ndáp ‘house’
b. Gám ‘baobab’
c. sá ‘fly trap’

ndâp ndàp ‘houses’
Gâm Gàm ‘baobabs’
sâ sà ‘fly traps’

L → LH L
a. ndàp ‘thread’
b. kàm ‘game’
c. tà ‘insect’

ndǎp ndàp ‘threads’
kǎm Gàm ‘games’
tǎ tà ‘insects’

The noun reduplication process produces a faithful segmental copy of the base. At the
suprasegmental level, however, we see two possible tonal outcomes. Lexically high-tone
nouns when reduplicated arrive at a rising tone on the first component and low tone on the
last one. Lexically low-tone nouns, on the other hand, carry falling tone followed by L when
reduplicated. Because Shupamem nouns reduplicate fully, it would be impossible to establish
which morphological component is a reduplicant and which one is a copy by looking solely
at the segmental level of representation. Consequently, tonal analysis of the phenomenon is
crucial.
While reduplication is understood here as an affixation process, the reduplicant is either
a prefix or a suffix. All plural nouns in (17) and (18) have one thing in common: a low
tone on the last element of the reduplicated phrase. Moreover, the tone on the first element
seems to be dependent on the lexical tone of the noun. In other words, a high-tone noun will
surface with a falling tone, while a low-tone noun will surface with a rising tone on the first
segment. As a result, the second component of reduplicated noun phrases is probably the
reduplicant. In fact, if the reduplicant is a suffix, it makes sense that its tonal representation
is consistent across the board.
It has been established that the reduplicant in Shupamem nouns is a suffix. Because of
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its tonal homogeneity, there are many fairly simple ways of arriving at the desired outputs
presented in (17) and (18). First, the most obvious solution would be to assume that the
L tone comes with the reduplicant. In other words, L tone is an inherent lexical property
of noun reduplication in the language. Another solution would be to assume that the reduplicant, although faithully representing the base in terms of number and characteristics of
segments, is bereft of tones. Under the second hypothesis, a rule inserting L (19) would be
required.
(19) Default L-Insertion
o
L
o
|
V→V

At this point either of the above mentioned hypotheses would properly arrive at the right
representation of the reduplicant. When it comes to tonal changes on the root of the nouns,
however, the situation is more complex since there are two opposite surface representations,
falling vs. rising. It is easy to notice that the opposite tone is added to the right edge of the
TBU in both cases. Consequently, I propose a rule of Opposite Tone Insertion in (20). It
adds an opposite tone to a noun root if and only if it is followed by a segmentally identical
word. Shupamem syllable structure can be represented as CV(C) (Nchare, 2012). Since
all the nouns that reduplicate for the plural are monosyllabic, I will use this notation to
represent a noun root and its copy (suffix in this case).
(20) Opposite Tone Insertion
o[αT] ooo [αT][−αT]
oo |
i \i /
C1 V1 (C2 ) → C1 V1 (C2 ) /

C1 V1 (C2 )

The rule in (20) reads as follows: if a word is followed by a segmentally identical word,
the opposite to the lexical T(one) is inserted to the right edge of the TBU of that word.
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In other words, a lexical H tone noun that is reduplicated will receive L tone creating an
HL contour tone if and only if the noun is followed by its segmentally faithful copy. The
reverse is true for lexically low nouns. The reduplicant could either have an inherent L tone
or be toneless and, at this point, either possibility gives the desired outcome. Let us assume
for now that the reduplicant is toneless and receives L tone by the rule in (19). Sample
derivations of the examples in (17a) and (18a) are given below.
(21) ndáp ‘house’

ndàp ‘thread’

ndap ndap
oo |
oi H

ndap ndap
oo |
oooi L

ndap ndap
oi |\
oHL

ndap ndap
oo |\
oi L H

ndap ndap
oi |\ooo |
oHLoL

ndap ndap
oi |\ooi |
ooi L H i L

ndâp ndàp

ndǎp ndàp

UR

iOpposite Tone Insertion

iiDefault L-Insertion
oo SR

To simplify, the derivation in (21) starts after the reduplicant is added. If we follow
the exact specification of the Opposite Tone Insertion rule (OTI), the order of the rules is
significant and cannot be altered. If the OTI inserted the opposite tone when the suffix
carried L tone or if the tonal status of the reduplicant was not stated at all, the rule ordering
would not affect the SRs. However, because Default L-Insertion is known to be postlexical in
different languages, for instance, Tonga or Tiv (Pulleyblank, 1986), it makes sense to assume
the same for Shupamem and use the analysis presented in (21).
While the proposed analysis covers solely reduplicated nouns in isolation, it is important
to see whether we could extend it to reduplicated nouns within sentences. The following
section discusses this in detail.
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2.2.2

Reduplicated nouns in sentences

It was previously presented that lexically H and L tones in Shupamem change to HL.L,
and LH.L, respectively. I argued that the reduplicant is a suffix which is either toneless or
carries L tone. However, when the reduplicated nouns are put into sentences, the tone on
the reduplicant will vary depending on the syntactic role the noun plays. It will carry high
tone when in subject position and low in object position. Examples (22) and (23) present
the pattern.
(22) ndáp ‘house’
a. ndâp ndáp GàPS1̀
house red be-big.pl
“Houses are big”
b. mˇ@ ŤG1́
ndâp ndàp
1SG like.pasti house red
“I liked houses.”
(23) là ‘trap’
a. lǎ lá GàPS1̀
trap red be-big.pl
“Traps are big”
b. mˇ@ ŤG1́
lǎ là
1SG like-pasti trap red
“I liked traps.”

Because of the tonal inconsistency on the reduplicant, the assumption of it carrying low
tone in the UR would not work. If that was the case, however, then in subject position some
sort of phrasal or grammatical H tone would have to override the L on the reduplicant.
Nchare (2012) claims that Shupamem has a Phrasal H rule affecting pronouns in subject
position. He states that H tone attaches to L tone pronouns3 creating a contour LH tone.
My personal findings confirm that rule, and even expand it to possibly all nouns.
3

I assume that the same rule applies vacuously to H tone pronouns as well.
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(24)

a. tˇ@
sŤǔ
Ngw`@r útá
1pl.dual wash.pasti body 1pl.poss
“We washed ourselves.”
b. r1̌
kŤ1́p
chair break.past1
“The chair broke.”

The personal pronouns in (22b, 23b) and (24a) are lexically L (m`@ 1sg, t`@ 1pl-dual); the
same is true for ‘chair’ (r1̀). Since in all those cases the L tone changed into LH in subject
position, it seems that the H tone attaches to the right periphery of the TBU creating a
rising tone. The Phrasal H Spreading rule in (25) accounts for this phenomenon.
(25) Phrasal H Spreading (PHS): H% marks the right periphery of the the subject phrase.4
This right tone spreads leftwards and attaches to the first TBU.
This rule is a crucial addition to the analysis of noun reduplication in the language. The
data in (24a) shows that the phrasal H in Shupamem spreads onto a TBU in subject position
and attaches to an existing L tone as opposed to overriding it. This observation eliminates
the option of underlying L tone on the noun reduplicant. If that was the case, however,
following the rule in (25) we would expect the following tonal pattern on the subject phrase:
*ndâp ndǎp GàP-S1̀ ‘Houses are big.’ with the rising tone on the reduplicant, which is not
the desired output. Moreover, if the H tone on the reduplicant in subject position could, in
fact, be explained with the PHS, it is important to underline that the rule applies also to
morphological phrases comprising the subject and not only to single words.
If the PHS is responsible for the H tone on the reduplicant in subject position it makes
sense to assume that underlyingly this suffix is toneless. Given that hypothesis, the L tone
on the reduplicated nouns in object position can also be easily explained by the rule in
(19). The reduplicated nouns in isolation behave the exact same way as in object position,
4

The evidence proving that that the Phrasal H applies only to phrases in subject position comes from
the following examples: à k1́ jw´@ m1́mSá mâ Nk1́Bì nˆ@ ‘It is what that Mimsha didn’t break?’ or ndù: m1́mSá
kìp r1̀ ‘Only Mimsha broke the chair.’ In both cases, the first position in the sentences is not occupied by
the subject (Mimsha) but by an expletive à and an adverb ndù: ‘only’.
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therefore all the instances discussed so far are accounted for if we assume that the reduplicant
is tonally underspecified in the UR.
Another piece of evidence supporting the necessity of underlying underspecified tones
in Shupamem comes from plural possessive structures with proper nouns. Once again, the
tonal inconsistency on the possessed plural noun is observed and can be easily explained if
the above hypothesis is adopted.
(26)

a. nsˆ@m ns`@m p1̀tndáp
farm red Pitndap
“Pitndap’s farms”
b. ndǎp ndáp p1̀tndáp
thread red Pitndap
“Pitndap’s threads”

The rule responsible for L vs. H surface tones on the reduplicated nouns (ns´@m ‘farm’,
ndàp ‘thread’) is a leftward spreading rule. Based on findings from my previous research,
Shupamem plural nouns are divided into two groups. One takes H% tone in possessive
structures with (proper) nouns, while the other takes L%. Those boundary tones are later
spread leftwards onto the preceding TBU. Examples in (26) represent two plural possessive
groups, that is, ns´@m takes L% tone, while ndàp takes H% tone. The leftward spreading
of H and L tone in plural possessive expressions in Shupamem is a productive process and
it applies to all nouns, and not only the ones from Class 5/6 and 5a/6a. This observation
builds yet another strong argument favoring an underspecified tone on the reduplicant.

2.2.3

Different purposes of nominal reduplication

The previous section discussed nominal reduplication whose purpose was to create plural
noun forms. I have found one more morphological trigger for reduplication: kinship terms.
(27)

a.
b.
c.
d.

nǎ ‘mother’
wǎ ‘father’
mÓn ‘child’
pÓn ‘children’

nà nǎ ‘grandmother’
wà wǎ ‘grandfather’
mÔn mÓn ‘grandchild’
pÔn pÒn ‘grandchildren’
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Only in (27d) do we observe the expected pattern. Because this type of reduplication is
more semantic in nature, I assume that it might as well be governed by separate rules. Due
to insufficient data, I leave this for future research.

2.3

Local Conclusions

This section discussed noun reduplication in Shupamem. I argued that the reduplicant
is a segmentally faithful suffix attached to the base form of a noun. Two tonal patterns were
distinguished based on the lexical tone of the noun. There are certain discrepancies observed
regarding tones on the reduplicant in subject and object position. It was proposed that the
reduplicant must be tonally underspecified to account for such differences. In both situations,
both morphological and phonological rules are responsible for the surface representation of
the reduplicant. A rule called Opposite Tone Insertion was proposed.
A short discussion of the noun class system in the language showed that almost identical
tonal changes to those with full segmental reduplication involving Classes 5/6 and 5a/6a are
observed in Classes 7/8 and 11/12. Although it might be coincidental, there is one more
piece of evidence that could possibly support this claim. Let us look at the examples below.
(28)

a. ndà:N1̀P ‘grass house’
b. ndà:tÒP ‘lock’

ndâ(ndà)N1̀P ‘grass houses’
ndâ(ndà)N1̀P ‘locks’

In the plural form of the compound nouns in (28) the reduplication of the first component
is optional. What is crucial, however, is that the OTI rule (20) still applies, creating a contour
tone on ndap ‘house’. If in such cases it is possible to represent reduplication solely by the
means of tones, the hypothesis of “covert” segmental nominal reduplication in Shupamem
becomes less abstract. It could also be the case that nominal reduplication occurs on both
levels, segmental and suprasegmental. However, due to some unknown diachronic changes,
the process is sometimes simplified to the tonal level. We might hypothesize that the copies of
polysyllabic nouns are no longer segmentally represented due to language economy principles,
as could be the case for nouns from Classes 7/8 and 11/12, especially when we can also
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observe it in monosyllabic nouns (28).

3

Verbs
Shupamem verbs carry either high or rising tones. The contrast can be easily captured by

looking at the simplest verb forms, that is, infinitive and imperative. The difference between
those two groups is also marked by the infinitival prefix /IN/.5 The high tone verbs take
allomorphs with a tense, [+atr] vowel /i/ and others take allomorphs with the lax, [−atr]
vowel /I/.
(29)

a. ìN ká ‘to fry’
b. ÌN kǎ ‘to peel’

The majority of Shupamem verbs are monosyllabic. Although it is not uncommon to find
bisyllabic verbs (ìN ZáNk1́ ‘to read’), this research focuses on verbs with only one TBU. This
section will look at morphemes that attach to a verb and distinguish between those which
reduplicate and those which do not. First, reduplicated verbs in isolation will be discussed.
Second, I will describe tonal properties of tense-aspect-mood (TAM) morphemes and show
how they affect (reduplicated) verbs within clauses. Finally, serial verb constructions (SVC)
are briefly discussed in the light of reduplication.

3.1

Reduplicated verbs in isolation

Reduplication in Shupamem introduces semantic contrast to the meaning of a verb.
For instance, if we reduplicate the verb in (30a), the intended meaning of the imperative
expression would be: ‘fry (something), as opposed to boiling it’. The examples (30) and (31)
present segmental and tonal patterns of reduplicated bare verb imperatives.
5

The capital ‘I’ represents underspecified [−back, +high] vowel and ‘N’ stands for a nasal with no specification for the place of articulation.
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(30)

(31)

Group A: H tone
a. ká ‘fry-imp’
b. tá ‘count-imp’
c. fí ‘froth-imp’
Group B: LH tone
a. kǎ ‘peel-imp’
b. tǎ ‘abandon-imp’
c. fǐ ‘sell-imp’

ká kŤá ‘fry-red-imp’
tá tŤá ‘count-red-imp’
fí fŤí ‘froth-red-imp’

kǎ kŤá ‘peel-red-imp’
tǎ tŤá ‘abandon-red-imp’
fǐ tŤí ‘sell-red-imp’

Both verb groups (H and LH) exhibit full segmental reduplication. Tonally, however, we
observe certain differences. The examples in (31), in particular, provide enough information
to account for tonal variations between a verb base and its reduplicated component. Since
the first part of the reduplicated phrase clearly carries the exact same tones as the bare
imperative form, I assume that that is the base and what follows is the reduplicated suffix.
What is more, this suffix exhibits identical tones in reduplicated verbs in both groups A and
B. Consequently, I propose the following generalization. Verbs in Shupamem reduplicate by
creating a fully faithful segmental copy of a verb root and attaching it as a suffix to that
verb. This reduplicant is represented with H tone regardless of the lexical tones of the verb.
Although I mark the H tone on the reduplicant with a downstep, I believe that so far it is
impossible to say whether the pitch is lower due to phonological or phonetic reasons. Before
we look at the reduplicated predicate within clauses and at the role tense particles play in
reduplication, I will shortly discuss Shupamem verb morphology to see which morphemes
may be copied and which may not.

3.2

Shupamem verb morphology

The basic verb internal structure has been discussed in Meeussen 1967; Mutaka and
Hyman 1990; Hyman 2009; Inkelas and Downing. 2015, among others.
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verb

pre-stem

stem

FV

base

radical

extensions

Figure 3: Internal constituents of verb in Proto-Bantu (Hyman, 2009).

In Figure 3, the pre-stem includes subject and object prefixes, negation, tense and aspect.
The verb root is located at the “radical” node. Extensions are mostly derivational suffixes.
Finally, FV stands for Final Vowel, an obligatory inflectional vowel suffix, whose major
function is to indicate mood. Hyman (2009) states that reduplication of each component
is possible, however, pre-stem red is not as common. Modern Shupamem exhibits more
simplified internal structure, that is, lacking the final vowel.
(32) (Subject)(TAM)(Negation)verb-root(Extensions)#(Object) (Nchare, 2012)
Similar to Hyman’s (2009) generalization regarding verb reduplication, in Shupamem
what is contained in pre-stem may not be copied (33), while suffixes tend to be more free,
as in (34–36).
(33)

a. tá
nâ N-ZwŤÓp NkìE jwÓp
insect evid pcpt-sing song red
“The insect is singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”
b. * tá nâ N-ZwŤÓp NkìE nâ
jwÓp
insect evid pcpt-sing song evid.red red
“Intended: The insect is singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”
c. tá
nâ ntáp N-ZwŤÓB-ì NkìE jwÓp
insect evid neg sing-3sg song red
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“The insect is not singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”
d. * tá nâ N-ZwŤÓp NkìE nâ
NZwÓp
insect evid pcpt-sing song evid.red red
“Intended: The insect is singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”
e. * tá nâ ntáp N-ZwŤÓB-ì NkìE jwÓB-ì
insect evid neg sing-3sg song red
“Intended: The insect is not singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”
f. * tá nâ ntáp N-ZwŤÓB-ì NkìE ntàp
NZwÓB-ì
insect evid neg sing-3sg song neg.red red-3sg
“Intended: The insect is not singing (as opposed to humming) the song.”

It is important to notice that the verb ‘to sing’ (ìN ZwÓp NkìE) in Shupamem is a complex
verb which cannot drop its object. I believe this is the reason why it separated the base from
the reduplicant.6 Most importantly, however, the examples in (33) show that negation and
evidentiality markers cannot be reduplicated. The 3sg suffix attached to the verb in (33c)
comes with the negation and must agree with the subject. Since the neg marker does not
reduplicate, it makes sense that the pronoun does not either, as seen in (33e). Some suffixes,
on the other hand, may be copied, such as the repetetive morpheme kÉt, the ‘smoothing’
morpheme S´@.
(34)

a. m1́mS´@ nâ nǐ kÉt
Mimsha evid walk rep
“Mimsha is walking repetitively (to many places without stopping).”
b. m1́mS´@ nâ nǐ kÉt nǐ kÉt
Mimsha evid walk rep red rep.red
“Mimsha is walking repetitively (as opposed to running repetitively).”

(35)

6

a. í
tâ:́
Nká S´@
3sg prog fry smoothly
“He is frying smoothly.”

*tá nâ N-ZwŤÓp jwOṕ NkìE “Intended meaning: The insect is singing the song.”
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b. í
tâ:́
Nká S´@
Nká S´@
3sg prog fry smoothly red red
“He is frying smoothly (as opposed to roasting).”

(36)

a. ìN kút
inf build
“to build”
b. ìN kút kúr-´@
pǔ
inf build red-ger be-nice
“Building (as opposed to destroying) is nice.”
c. * ìN kúr-´@
kút pǔ
inf build-ger red be-nice
“Building (as opposed to destroying) is nice.”
d. * ìN kúr-´@
kúr-´@ pǔ
inf build-ger red be-nice
“Building (as opposed to destroying) is nice.”

Only the first two suffixes are allowed to be reduplicated, while the latter one is not. What
is also interesting about gerunds is that the -´@ suffix might be added after the reduplication
of a verb is completed. In (36b), we see that it may be added to the second component only.
The other possibility would be to assume that the verb reduplicant is a prefix to the root
and not the suffix, as proposed in the previous section. However, in the following section, I
will argue that that could not be the case.
So far I have established that pre-stem verbal morphemes do not copy, while some verb
extensions do. The radical morpheme (verb root) always undergoes full reduplication. Finally the verb reduplicant is most likely a suffix to its root. The following section will look
at verb red in clauses with different tense aspects.
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3.3

Reduplicated verbs in sentences

In this section I will explain the influence of TAM morphemes in tonal alternations in
reduplicated verbs. I will also argue that there is a necessity to draw a clear distinction
between the two verb groups (H vs. LH). Finally, an autosegmental analysis of the tonal
changes will be proposed.
(37) ìn sí ‘to calculate’
a. í
tâ:́
nsí
sŤí
3sg prog calculate red
“He is calculating (contrastive meaning).”
b. í
sí
sŤí
3sg calculate red
“He calculated (contrastive meaning).”
c. í
ná twÓ lÓP sì
sí
3sg irr come leave calculate red
“He will calculate (contrastive meaning).”
(38) Ìn sǐ ‘to fart’
a. í
tâ:́
nsî sǐ
3sg prog fart red
“He is farting (contrastive meaning).”
b. í
sǐ sí
3sg fart red
“He farted (contrastive meaning).”
c. í
ná twÓ lÓP sì sǐ
3sg irr come leave fart red
“He will fart (contrastive meaning).”
In Section 3.1, it was argued that the second component of the reduplicated verb always
carries H (most likely downstepped) tone regardless of whether the base had a high or rising
lexical tone. Examples (37) and (38), on the other hand, show that the issue gets more
complex when we put red verbs into sentences. In the former, only example (c) exhibits
some alternation on the verb base. In (38), on the other hand, three distinct tonal patterns
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are present on both components of the red phrase. Because of such tonal inconsistency, it
is necessary to look at clauses in each tense one by one.
The present progressive is introduced by the morpheme ta:
Ż which also triggers insertion
of a homorganic nasal on the verb root. In high tone verbs, the reduplicant is a faithful
copy of the root, both segmentally and tonally. In rising verbs, however, we observe two
opposite tones, HL on the root and LH on the red suffix. Sentences in (37b) and (38b)
express a very recent past event, with no tense marker. The tones on red phrases are the
exact same as those in red verbs in isolation, (30) and (31). Finally, the examples in (37c)
and (38c) express the distant future through the irrealis marker and two consecutive verbs
‘come’ (twÓ) and ‘leave’ (lÓP). Because the future in Shupamem does not have any particular
grammatical tense marker, as opposed to the present and past tenses, I will discuss those
examples separately.
Based on these observations, there is a clear distinction between high and rising tone
verbs. The latter seem to be affected by some sort of reversal rule. Because the reversal
seems to occur only with the presence of tense particles, it would be reasonable to assume
that tense markers might indeed influence the tonal behavior on the red phrase. Perhaps,
it is the overt presence of such markers that causes the contour tones to shift?

sǐ ‘fart’

sí ‘calculate’

Tense

Base

Reduplicated

Base

Reduplicated

presenti

ná: sǐ

ná: sî sǐ

ná: sí

ná: sí sí

presentii

tâ:́ sǐ

ná: sî sǐ

tâ:́ sí

ná: sí sí

pasti

ø sǐ

ø sǐ sí

ø sì

ø sŤí sí

pastii

pê sǐ

pâ nsǐ sí

pê sì

pâ nsŤí sí

pastiii

pí sǐ

p´@ nsî sǐ

pí sì

p´@ nsŤí sí

pastiv

kà pí sǐ

kà p´@ nsî sǐ

kà pí sì

kà p´@ nsŤí sí

Table 2. Tones on reduplicated verbs.
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Based on the data in Table 2, the short answer to the question above is no. The pastii
tense marker (pê) does not cause the tonal reversal on the verb base. Consequently, the issue
is not the presence vs. absence of TAM morphemes, but the tones attached to them. In every
case where we observe contour tone reversal, the first tone that precedes the reduplicated
phrase is always H. In the instances where the reduplicated rising phrase is represented with
a rising tone followed by high tone, the preceding morpheme carries either L tone or, as in
pasti, the tense morpheme is absent.
I propose that rising verbs in Shupamem reduplicate in the following way. In verb reduplication in isolation, like imperatives or infinitives, where the predicate does not interact
with any TAM morphemes, the reduplicant surfaces with H tone, which I hypothesize is
the underlying tone of the red suffix. When TAM morphemes come into the picture, their
tones will affect the reduplicated verb phrase. If the final tone on the tense morpheme is L,
nothing changes, and the tone on the suffix remains high. On the other hand, if the final
tone of the TAM particle is H, two things happen. The tone on the base is reversed (LH →
HL), and, an opposite tone is attached to the left edge of the reduplicant, as shown in (39)
The [αT] notation tone indicates that the final TBU carrying H tone can be proceeded by
other tone(s) as long as the rightmost tone is high.
(39) Tonal Reversal
LH oHi
po |/ ooi |
C1 V1 # C1 V1

HL
L H o([αT])H
i|/ poi |/
i(|)/
→ C1 V1 # C1 V1 / CV

High tone verbs reduplicate in a consistent fashion. There is no apparent tonal interaction
between TAM morphemes and the predicate that could reverse the tone on the base. The
reduplicant always carries H tone. In past tenses, we observe slightly lower pitch on the
predicate. I believe that this downstep is caused by the L% tone associated with past tense.
I propose that the past tense L% tone is sensitive to syllable structure and overrides H tone
in a base form of the verb and causes a downstep on the reduplicated, bisyllabic, phrase.
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Table 2 presents some segmental changes within the past tense morphemes. In all the
tenses with an overt grammatical morpheme, vowel quality changes in the reduplicated
form; that is, [e] changes to [a] and [i] to [@]. What comes with the vowel alternations is
the homorganic nasal prefix attaching to the base of the predicate. Nchare (2012) briefly
describes those differences. He argues that it has to do with clausal focus and assigns
[−focus] value to the morphemes that appear in the base column in Table 2, and [+focus]
to their alternated equivalents. The function of the nasal prefix is not clear. It is most likely
either the realis or the perfective marker; however, its appearance is often inconsistent. I will
leave the detailed analysis of it for future research. For now, however, I’d like to point out
that, the changes observed in the reduplicated column can only be present when the verb
is reduplicated. Therefore, forms like *pâ nsǐ or *p´@ nsì are ungrammatical. Similarly, the
reverse is also true: *pê nsǐ sí or *pí nsí sí are incorrect. It seems that the vowel change and
the presence of the nasal prefix are codependent. What is most puzzling is a ban of the focus
in the “base” sentences. It could be the case that verbal reduplication requires additional
clausal focus in past tenses. However, why is it not the case in present and future tenses?
While the tonal changes in verb reduplication in present and past tenses are initially
accounted for, we now take a closer look at verbal reduplication in the future. Let us first
consider the data in (40).7
(40)

a. í
ná twÓ (lÓP) sì
sí
3sg irr come leave calculate red
“He will calculate (contrastive meaning).”
b. í
ná twÓ (lÓP) sì sǐ
3sg irr come leave fart red
“He will fart (contrastive meaning).”

Both of the tonal patterns on red verbs in (40) are quite unpredicted. Although we
have seen H and LH on the reduplicant, none of the previously proposed rules can derive
L tone on the base. In the case of high tone verbs, based on what we have learned so far,
7

The lÓP verb is added to indicate the distant future. However, most importantly, it does not seem to
make any difference with regards to the tonal pattern on the main predicate.
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we could predict the lexical tone of the base and the reduplicant remains unaffected. In the
case of rising verbs, as in (40b), due to the H tone on the preceding syllable, the contour
tone on the base should reverse to HL and L tone should be attached to the left periphery
of the TBU in the reduplicant. Nevertheless, the sentences in (40) exhibit slightly different
tonal patterns on the predicates. Since the tones on the reduplicants are still as expected,
I propose that the Tonal Reversal rule is still active. The L tone on the verb base in both
(40ab), however, is caused by some grammatical rule associated with the future tenses. The
L tone overrides the tones on the verb bases, regardless of the type of the verb, after Tonal
Reversal has already applied. The crucial specification of the rule is that it applies only if
the base verb is followed by another segment, which is not limited to a reduplicated prefix.
The evidence for this rule comes from serial verb constructions.
SVC is a very common phenomenon in Bantu languages. In a broad sense, an SVC is a
structure with two or more consecutive verbs that share subject and tense marker but are
not separated by any coordinators (Collins, 1993, p.91).
(41) m1́mS1́ ná twÓ pjÈP nZǑP fá n`@ râjÈ
Mimsha irr come take flower give to Raje
“Mimsha will give the flower to Raje.”
(42)

a. í
ná twÓ sŤí
3sg irr come calculate
“He will calculate.”
b. í
ná twÓ sŤǐ
3sg irr come fart
“He will fart.”

In (41) the first of the serial verbs is followed by the direct object nZÒ, and as expected
the lexical tone of V1 (pjĚP ‘take-imp’) is overridden with L. Since in (42), the main verbs are
the last component in the clause, the grammatical L tone does not override the lexical tones
of the predicate. Instead, it causes both high and rising tones of the verbs to downstep. This
phenomenon seems to be an analogous but reverse situation to what was observed about L%
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tone in past tense. There monosyllabic predicates were overridden with L, while reduplicated
verbs were downsteppped, as presented in Table 2.
(43) m1́mS1́ ná twÓ pjÈP nZǑP fà fá n`@ râjÈ
Mimsha irr come take flower give give to Raje
“Mimsha will take the flower and GIVE it to Raje.”
Interestingly, there are cases of SVCs in future tenses, where the grammatical L tone
does, in fact, affect both V1 and V2 . In (43) both serial verbs have L tone, while in (41),
only the lexical tone of V1 was changed to L. That could mean that the L tone associated
with the future does not affect verbs followed by any segment. In other words, this L tone
is sensitive to the grammatical category following the main verb. In (41) the verb fá is
a potential candidate to have its tone switched to L because it is not the last phrase in
the sentence, yet, it remains H. It might be the case that because V2 in (41) is followed
by an indirect object, it stays immune to the rule. Consequently, the environment for the
grammatical L tone in future tenses is limited to verbs followed by a reduplicated suffix, and
possibly other verbal stem extensions, or a direct object.
There is another possibility accounting for the presence of L tone on the main verb in
future tenses. Perhaps multiple, or at least 3, consecutive segments with H tones cause the
lexical tone on the main predicate to change to L. There are plenty of instances when a
lexical tone changes due to the tone on the preceding word (44).
(44)

a. m1́mS´@ pjĚP
nZÒP mfá n`@ râjÈ
Mimsha take-pasti flower give to Raje
“Mimsha took the flower and gave it to Raye.”
b. m1́mS´@ ná twÓ pjÈP nZǑP fá n`@ râjÈ
Mimsha irr come take flower give to Raje
“Mimsha will take the flower and give it to Raye.”
c. í
ta:
Ż
Ngb1́ k1́p kúr-í
3SG prog fall break leg-3sg.poss
“He is falling and breaking his leg.”
d. í
ná twÓ gb1̀ gb1̌ k1̀p kùr í
3sg irr come fall red break leg-3sg.poss
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“He will FALL and break his leg.”
The lexical low tone of nZÒP ‘flower’ changes to rising tone when the predicate is in
the future tense (44a vs 44b). In (44d), the tone on the possessed noun alters when V1 is
reduplicated. This is clear evidence for tone sandhi in Shupamem.
The hypothetical rule where, for instance, three consecutive H tones change the lexical
tone of the stem verb to L, would explain tonal alternations of a reduplicated verb and V1
in SVCs. However, how would we account for the low tone on V2 stem, as in (47)? In short,
simply one phonological rule would not explain all three of those instances. As a result, I
believe that positing the existence of the grammatical L tone in future tenses is a more likely
analysis of the discussed tonal alternations.

3.4

Local conclusions

This section discussed verbal reduplication in Shupamem. A distinction between two
verb types has been drawn. It has been shown that verb reduplication, similarly to noun
red, is segmentally faithful. However, the same is not true for the suprasegmental units. In
the most generic form, both high and rising verbs reduplicate in the same way. The base is
not modified and the reduplicant, which is the suffix, is represented with a H tone. When
verbs enter into relation with tense morphemes or other verbs expressing time reference, as
was seen in future tense, the rising verbs are affected by the Tonal Reversal rule only when
preceded by high tone. This rule reverses the rising tone on the stem and adds the opposite
tone to the left periphery of the TBU in the reduplicant. The high tone verbs seem to be
immune to the Tonal Reversal rule. Consequently, it is crucial to differentiate between the
two verb groups.
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4

Adjectives
According to Nchare (2012, p.71–72), there are three major classes of adjectives in Shu-

pamem: nominal, inherent, and participle/verbal adjectives. The first group represents
adjectives that have nominal characteristics, such as the plural prefix or gender and number
value. The second group are so called ‘true adjectives’ which do not share any morphological
features with nouns. Finally, the last group compose adjectives derived from verbs.
Monosyllabic adjectives carry either H or L lexical tones. In bisyllabic adjectives, on the
other hand, we also observe contour tones. Nominal adjectives exhibit the pattern L.LH,
while verbal ones have a falling surface tone on the last syllable. As it was pointed out in
the introduction, the HL tone combination is fairly rare in Shupamem and we see rarely a
falling tone in citation forms except for some grammatical particles. Adjectives confirm this
generalization. As presented in Table 3, only those adjectives that are derived from verbs,
such as rÈPkÊt ‘heavy’ and pỳkÊt ‘beautiful’ have a falling surface tone. Because those are, in
fact, derived adjectives, it might be safe to assume that this rare lexical falling tonal pattern
is derived as well.

Class

Translation
‘small’
Nominal
‘smart’
‘white’
Inherent
‘raw’
‘heavy’
Verbal
‘beautiful’

Base adjective Plural
m`@ntǑP
pˆ@ntǑP
r`@n1̌
r`@n1̌ r`@n1̌
fý
fŤý fý
mbù
mbǔ mbù
rÈPkÊt
rÈPkÊt rÈPkÊt
pỳkÊt
pỳkÊt pỳkÊt

Table 3. Adjective classes.
Shupamem adjectives can be pluralized either by a bilabial prefix alternation (m- vs. p-),
similarly to nouns in Class 1/2, or by reduplication. While we find instances of pluralization
by prefixation only in the nominal class, the reduplication process seems to be present in
every class.
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(45)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

m`@ntǑP ndàp ‘small house’
pỳkÊt ndàp ‘beautiful house’
ndà fý ‘white house’
kÉNkÊt mÒn ‘tired child’
rÈNkÊt ntÈn ‘old market’

pˆ@ntǑP ndàp ‘small houses’
pỳkÊt pỳkÊt ndàp ‘beautiful houses’
ndà fý fý ‘white houses’
kÉNkÊt kÉNkÊt pÒn ‘tired children’
rÈNkÊt rÈNkÊt ntÈn ‘old markets’

When it comes to word order within a noun phrase, the majority of adjectives precede
the nouns they modify. Nevertheless, there are instances where the opposite is true (45c). I
hypothesize that it might be dependent on the class an adjective belongs to. What is also
worth pointing out about the examples in (45) is the presence vs. absence of plurality on the
modified noun. For example, in (45d), mÓn ‘child’ changes into its plural form (pÓn ‘children’)
and so does the adjective ‘tired’ (kÉNkÊt). On the other hand, the other nouns, ndáp ‘house’
and ntÉn ‘market’ remains in their singular forms even though the adjectives modifying them
are pluralized. Because only in the instances where both nouns and adjectives pluralize via
reduplication one of them keeps its singular form, there might be some limits put on the
number of acceptable reduplicated components.

4.1

Adjective pluralization through reduplication

Similarly to what was observed about Shupamem nouns, the major function of adjective reduplication is to create the plural. While bisyllabic adjectives reduplicate fully both
segmentally and tonally, certain monosyllabic adjectives exhibit distinct tonal patterns.
(46)

a.

mNkpÒ ‘fat’
ntàm ‘long’
kúm ‘old’
b. sí ‘black’
p1́t´@ ‘red’
líkÊt ‘fully grown’
rá:nǐ ‘smart’

mNkpǑ mNkpÒ ‘fat (pl.)’
ntǎm ntàm ‘long (pl.)’
kûm kùm ‘old (pl.)’
sŤí sí ‘black (pl.)’
p1́t´@ pŤ1́t´@ ‘red (pl.)’
líkÊt lŤíkÊt ‘fully grown (pl.)’
rá:nǐ rŤá:nǐ ‘smart (pl.)’

Adjectives in (46a) reduplicate in the exact same way as nouns. The Opposite Tone
Insertion rule (20) adds H tone to a lexically low adjective creating a rising tone on the base,
while L tone is inserted to lexically H adjectives resulting in a falling tone on the base of
the reduplicted phrase. The low tone on the reduplicant, which is the suffix, is inserted by
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the default L tone rule. Adjectives in (46b), on the other hand, when reduplicated behave
in a similar way to reduplicated verbs in isolation. The reduplicant, which I assume is the
suffix as well, is a faithful segmental and tonal copy of the base. As was noted in Section 1,
at this stage of my research, it is difficult to make a solid statement regarding the nature of
the downstep on the reduplicant. It might be either automatic pitch lowering or it could be
caused by some unknown (morpho)phonological processes.
As I indicated at the beginning of the section, the majority of adjectives when combined
with nouns to form a noun phrase precede the expression they modify. That seems to be
always true for the adjectives that reduplicate like nouns (47).
(47)

a. mNkpǑ mNkpÓ pÒn ‘fat children’
b. kûm kúm ndàp
‘old houses’

While in isolation the reduplicated adjectives mNkpÒ ‘fat’ and kúm ‘old’ carry L tone on
the reduplicant (46a); when combined into an NP, the L tone changes to H. This confirms
my hypothesis regarding the underspecified tone of the reduplicant in such cases. Within
the NP, a reduplicated adjective receives high tone on the last syllable via phrasal H. In
isolation, on the other hand, the toneless reduplicant receives its L tone by the rule of
Default L-Insertion. What is also interesting in the examples above is the fact that nouns
that pluralize via reduplication are left in their singular forms in the NP, such as in (47b),
while other nouns agree in number with the plural adjectives (47a). Shupamem seems to
impose certain limits on the number of reduplicated parts of speech within a phrase. For
more details, let us consider the examples in (48).
(48)

a. # ntǎm ntám ntâp ntàp ‘long houses’
b. kûm kúm ntǎm ntám ndàp ‘long old houses’

The phrase in (47a) is ungrammatical but the informant judges it to be characteristic of
children’s speech. Adults tend not to reduplicate both the adjective and the noun. Instead,
they reduplicate either part of the speech. Consequently, due to the free variation in such
cases, both ntǎm ntám ntàp and ntàm ndǎp ndàp to express ‘long houses’ are acceptable.
Surprisingly, when two modifiers are used to describe a noun (48b), it is perfectly fine to
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reduplicate both of them. From this asymmetry, we can learn that it is not the number of
reduplications per se that poses limits on the Shupamem noun phrase but the fact that either
the adjective or the noun within an adjective phrase can be reduplicated, but not both.
When it comes to adjectives with no tonal alternation when reduplicated, they can either
follow or precede they nouns they modify.
(49)

a.

pÔn p1́t´@ pŤ1́t´@
pÔn sí sŤí
b. lìkÊt lìkÊt pÒn
rá:nǐ rŤá:nǐ pÒn

‘brown children’
‘black children’
‘fully grown children’
‘smart children’

Although, due to sparsity of the data, I am not able to posit any rule quite yet, one
generalization could be drawn from the examples in (49). The class of inherent, so called
‘true’, adjectives tend to follow the noun (49a), while the derived adjectives most often
precede the nouns they describe (49b). Within the derived adjectives, we see yet one more
discrepancy (50).
(50)

a. lìkÊt lìkÊt pÒn
*pÔn dìkÊt lìkÊt
b. sÉnkÊt sŤÉnkÊt pÒn pÔn sÉnkÊt sŤÉnkÊt

‘fully grown children’
‘dark children’

The reduplicated adjective lìkÊt ‘fully grown’ cannot be placed postnominally, while
sÉnkÊt ‘dark’ can. It could indicate that the rule of grammatical order within a noun phrase
might be even more restricted. The former adjective is derived from a verb lı́ ‘stop’ and
the latter is from another adjective sí ‘black’. It could be the case that the position of an
adjective within a noun phrase depends not only on the class it falls into, but also on its
morphological base.

4.2

Different purposes of adjective reduplication

Another purpose of Shupamem adjective reduplication is to express the overabundance.
For instance, the adjective S1́@S1́ ‘salty’ when reduplicated introduces a pejorative meaning
of something being ‘too salty’ (S1́@S1́ SŤ1́@S1́). Moreover, there are cases when the adjective
base form is a reduplicated noun. Let us take a closer look at the pattern in the following
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examples.
(51)

NkìE ‘water’ → NkǐE NkìE ‘watery’
málÓrí NkǐE NkìE ‘watery rice’
NkǐE NkíE màlÒrì ‘watery rice’
b. mbà ‘grain’ → mbǎ mbà ‘grainy’
málÓrí mbǎ mbà ‘grainy rice’
mbǎ mbá màlÒrì ‘grainy rice’

a.

During the morphological process of adjective creation, both nouns in (51) reduplicate
as expected. What is less obvious is the free variation regarding word order. Such adjectives derived from nouns can either appear in prenominal or postnominal position, as
opposed to plural (reduplicated) adjectives with the exact same tonal pattern that appear
only prenominally (47).
This section demonstrated that reduplicated adjectives behave similarly to both nouns
and verbs. Some adjectives exhibit tonal changes on both the base and the reduplicant, while
others reduplicate entirely faithful to the base. Moreover, similarly to nouns, pluralization
is the most common source for adjective reduplication.

5

Conclusion
This thesis is just the first step to understanding Shupamem tonal grammar. Although it

focused primarily on one morphophonological phenomenon of reduplication, this study also
gave us a valuable insight to the tonal properties of the language. While the first section was
only a brief introduction to autosegmental representations of Shupamem tones, the following
three parts provided detailed description of noun, verb, and adjective tonal reduplication
followed by an analysis.
The first part of Section 2 discussed the noun class system of the language based on
the analysis given by Nchare (2012). The fundamental factor responsible for the noun class
division is the plural. We have learned that only two classes, that is, Class 5/6 and Class
5a/6a, use reduplication to pluralize nouns. Nevertheless, other classes, particularly those
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that pluralize via tonal changes, show certain resemblance to the reduplication patterns at the
suprasegmental level. I proposed that it might be possible to look at those classes as a type
of segmentally covert reduplication. It was observed that classes 5/6 and 5a/6a reduplicate
fully at the segmental level. The autosegmental analysis showed that at suprasegmental
level, however, tones do not reduplicate. The reduplicant, which is the suffix, receives its
surface tones via boundary tones (phrasal H) or via Default L-Insertion, which was claimed
to be a productive, postlexical rule in Shupamem. Some tonal alternations were observed
on noun roots as well, and accounted for by introducing a rule of Opposite Tone Insertion.
Finally, this study supports the idea of a potential necessity of introducing an underspecified
tone in the underlying representation of Shupamem nouns (Markowska, 2019).
The following section discussed Shupamem verb morphology and showed that what is in
the pre-stem of the verb base cannot be copied, whereas some extentions, such as repetitive
morpheme kÉt can. It has been explained that it is crucial to drew a difference between the
two verb groups of the language, that is, the high-tone verbs vs. the rising verbs. Not only do
they differ in their underlying autosegmental representations, but they also exhibit distinct
tonal variation in the reduplication process. While high-tone verbs reduplicate faithfully
both segmentally and tonally, the rising verbs do not. Moreover, the rising verbs seem to
be more prone to be affected by the tones of the neighboring grammatical words, such as
tense morphemes. In order to account for tonal changes on the reduplicated rising verbs,
the Tonal Reversal rule was proposed.
Section 4 described and analyzed the adjective reduplication. It was shown that one group
of reduplicated adjectives resembles verbs reduplication of the high-tone verbs, particularly,
in the way that both segments and tones are copied. The second adjective groups that has
been recognized in the light of reduplication, copies the component in the exact same way
as nouns do. The majority of adjectives copy to pluralize, however, some do so to express
an abundance of something, such as S1́@S1́ S1́@S1́, literally ‘salty salty’ means too salty.
This study also pointed out that there are at least four surface tones in Shupamem:
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high, low, rising and falling. The latter, however, seems to be extremely rare in citation
forms, and in many instances can be explained through certain phonological processes, such
as reduplication. That observation led to a suggestion that this contour tone might, in fact,
be a derived one. As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, this research is just an
introduction to the future tonal study of the language. We hope to soon be able to provide
a complete tonal grammar of Shupamem.
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A

Finite-state analysis
Code for the finite-state representations of tonal patterns in Shupamem possessives can

be found at the following URL: https://github.com/mmarkowska2401/Shupamem-tones.
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